Monte-Carlo Tree Search (MCTS) is a powerful tool in games with a finite branching factor. This paper describes an artificial player playing the Voronoi game, a game with an infinite branching factor. First, this paper shows how to use MCTS on a discretization of the Voronoi game, and the effects of enhancements such as RAVE and Gaussian processes (GP). A first set of experimental results shows that MCTS with UCB+RAVE or with UCB+GP are first good solutions for playing the Voronoi game without domain-dependent knowledge. Second, this paper shows how to greatly improve the playing level by using geometrical knowledge about Voronoi diagrams, the balance of diagrams being the key concept. The second set of experimental results shows that a player using MCTS and geometrical knowledge outperforms the player without knowledge.
Introduction
UCT [20] , Monte-Carlo Tree Search (MCTS) [12, 8] and RAVE [17] are very powerful tools in computer games for games with a finite branching factor. Voronoi diagrams are classical tools in image processing [4, 25] . They have been used to define the Voronoi game (VG) [24, 14] , a game with an infinite branching factor. The VG is a good test-bed for MCTS and its enhancements. Furthermore, Gaussian processes (GP) are adapted to find the optimum of a target function in domains with an infinite set of states or actions [23, 6] . Combining MCTS techniques with GP, and testing the result on the VG is the first goal of this paper. Our first set of results shows that MCTS with RAVE and GP is an effective solution. In a second stage, this paper shows that domain-dependent knowledge concerning Voronoi diagrams cannot be ommitted. Balance of diagrams is a key concept. This paper shows how to design a MCTS VG player that focusses on balance of cells. Knowledge is used a priori to select a subset of interesting moves used in the tree and in the simulations. The second set of results shows that the MCTS player using Voronoi knowledge outperforms MCTS without knowledge.
The outline of the paper is the following. Section 2 defines the Voronoi game. Section 3 mentions work about MCTS, UCT, UCB and RAVE. Section 4 explains how to mix GP and UCB within a MCTS program. Section 5 presents the results obtained with MCTS and GP. Before conclusion, section 6 presents the insertion of relevant Voronoi knowledge into the MCTS algorithm to improve its playing level very significantly.
The Voronoi game can be played by several players represented with a color [14] . At his turn, a player puts a site of his color on a 2D square. Each cell around a site gets the color of the site. A colored cell has a area. The area of a player is the sum of the areas of his cells. The game lasts a fixed number of turns (10 in the current work). At the end, the player who gets the largest area wins. In its basic version and in the paper, there are two players, Red and Blue [24] , the square is C = [0, 1] × [0, 1], and Red starts. Figure 1 shows the positions of a VG of length 10. Since Blue plays after Red, a komi can be introduced such that Red wins if the area evaluation, Red area minus Blue area, is superior to the komi, the komi value being negative. Several methods can be used to compute Voronoi diagrams [4, 18, 16, 25, 22] . In order to go forward or backward in a game sequence, the incremental version [4] is appropriate. The computation of areas was helped by [13] .
VG can be played on a circle, a segment, a rectangle, or a n-dimensional space as well. VG can be played in the N-round version (the players moves alternately one site per move) or in the one-round version (the players move all their sites in one move) [10] . Key points are essential to play the VG well [1] . Concerning the one-round VG played on a square, [15] proves that the second player always wins. Currently, Jens Anuth master thesis is the most advanced and useful work about VG [2] .
MCTS, UCT, UCB and RAVE
MCTS (or UCT) repetitively launches simulations starting from the current state. It has four steps: the selection step, the expansion step, the simulation step, and the updating step. In the selection step, MCTS browses a tree from the root down to a leaf by using the UCB rule. To select the next state, UCT chooses the child maximizing the sum of two terms, the mean value and a UCB term. If x 1 , . . . , x k are the k children of the current state, then the next state x next is selected as follows:
µ(x i ) is the mean value of returns observed. T is the total number of simulations in the current state. N i is the number of simulations in state x i . C is a constant value set up with experiments. When MCTS reaches a leaf of the tree, it creates one node. Then the simulation uses a random-based policy until the end of the game. At the final state, it gets the return and updates all the mean values of the states encountered in the tree. The UCB rule above balances between exploiting (choose the move with a good mean value to refine existing knowledge) or exploring (choose a move with few trials). The UCB rule works well when the set of moves is finite and pre-defined.
Furthermore, for the game of Go, the RAVE heuristic gave good results [17] . RAVE computes two mean values: the usual one and the AMAF (All Moves As First). The AMAF mean value is updated by considering that all moves of the same color of the first move of the simulation could have been played as the first move. Therefore, after a simulation, it is possible to update the AMAF mean value of all these moves with the return. RAVE uses a weighted mean value of these two mean values. β is the weight driving the balance between the AMAF mean value and the true mean value. K is a parameter set up experimentally. When few simulations are performed, β ≈ 0. When many simulations are performed, β ≈ 1, the weight is on the usual mean value.
Light Gaussian Processes
Work concerning bandits on infinite set of actions bound the regret of not playing the best action [19, 3] . The issue is how to generate a finite set of moves that can be provided to UCB to select a move. Gaussian processes (GP) [23, 6] answer the question. At time t, the target function has been observed on points x i with i = 1, . . . , N . GP aims at finding the next point to try at time t + 1, either a new point or an observed point. The target function is approximated by a surrogate function called f . GP use an acquisition function A to choose the next point at time t + 1. The GP selection needs a matrix inversion which costs a lot of CPU. Since GP selection is called at each node browsed by the tree part of the simulations, it must be fast to execute, and we defined a specific algorithm lighter than GP.
The acquisition function A is defined as a sum of two functions f and g:
For observed points, functions f and g are defined as follows:
For never observed points, function f is defined as a weighted mean over the mean values of the observed points:
where a is a constant. Function g is defined as follows:
where G and b are constant values. Finally, the next point to be observed is selected according to the following rule:
where D is a beforehand discretization, or finite subset of C sufficiently large for accuracy, and sufficiently small to evaluate all its elements in practice at every timesteps. When browsing the UCT tree from the root node to a leaf node, the maximization process above is performed in each node. When a leaf node is expanded at the end of browsing, all the children are created following the discretization D. When a node is created, it is virtual, or not observed. It remains virtual until it is tried once, in which case it becomes observed. The size of D is crucial for the speed of the algorithm. When the process terminates, the algorithm returns the move that has the most trials.
The acquisition function A is not continuous: for an observed point x i , A(x i ) is superior to A(x) for x in a small neighbourhood of x i . This allows two kinds of exploration. When x t+1 is an observed point, the exploration corresponds to a better estimation of µ(x t+1 ), or UCB exploration. Otherwise, the exploration corresponds to the observation of a new point in D. The competition between the two explorations avoids to explore new points before having sufficiently precise estimations of mean values of observed points. The dilemma between the two explorations is managed by G and C.
MCTS experiments without knowledge
In this section, the experiments show the relevance of UCB, RAVE and GP to play the Voronoi game without domain-dependent knowledge.
Calibration experiments
Square C is replaced by a discretization D containing discret × discret points. discret depends on each player. Its value is tuned thanks to calibration tournaments between several instances of the same player with different values of discret.
Without komi, Blue wins about 85% of games on average, which hinders the search of the best players in a given set. For speeding this search, all games are launched with a komi. The value of the komi depends on the set of players considered. A satisfying value is determined experimentally to make Red and Blue win about 50% of games on average. Experimentally, we used komi ∈ [−0.04, −0.08]. The value is negative reflecting that Blue has the advantage of playing the very important last move.
All experiments are launched with an appropriate simulation number N s. We used N s = 4000. With such value, a player spends between 5 minutes and 10 minutes thinking, and a game lasts between 10 and 20 minutes (a player uses between one and two minutes per move, about 80 random games per second). To compare two players A and B, we launch 50 games with A playing Red and 50 games with A playing Blue. 100 games enables the results to get σ = 5%.
The values of N s and discret interact. For low values of discret, few moves are considered. Although they can be sampled many times, this results in a poor level of play. For large values of discret many moves are considered, but they cannot be sampled sufficiently, resulting in a poor level of play as well. For intermediate values, the resulting program plays at its optimal level. N s being set to 4000, each player has its best value of discret. For UCT, we experimentally found discret = 20.
Tuning C, the UCT constant, is mandatory to make UCT play well. Our experiments showed that C = 0.25 is a good value. Table 1 contains the results of an all-against-all tournament between UCT, RAVE, GP and RGP using N s = 4000. RAVE uses discret = 16 and K = 400. GP uses discret = 26, G = 2 and a = b = 180. RGP uses both enhancement: RAVE+GP. RGP uses discret = 26, G = 2 and a = b = 180. All these values were set beforehand by the calibration experiments.
UCT, RAVE and light GP experiments
First, RAVE is superior to UCT (60.5% ± 3%) and GP is superior to UCT (60%±3%). Second, RGP is slightly superior to RAVE (56%±3%) showing that GP is a small enhancement when RAVE is on. RGP is not inferior nor superior to GP (51% ± 3%) showing that RAVE is not an efficient enhancement when GP is on. Third, GP is superior to RAVE (55% ± 3%), which would show that GP is a better enhancement than RAVE. Fourth, the bad news is that RGP is slightly superior only to UCT (54.5% ± 5%), which shows that enhancements are significant by themselves but that their sum is not. Fifth, overall, GP is the best player of our set of experiments regarding the all-against-all tournament total win number. However, time considerations must be underlined: GP and RGP Table 1 : All-against-all results. The cell of row R and column C contains the result of 100 games between R playing Red and C playing Blue: the first number is the number of wins of Red. T indicates the total number of wins. komi = −0.08. N s = 4000.
U CT RAV E GP RGP T U CT
39-61 30-70 43-57 46-54 350 RAV E 51-49 56-44 53-47 51-49 399 GP 63-37 63-37 78-22 75-25 428 RGP 55-45 63-37 77-23 80-20 423 spend 13 minutes per game per player while UCT and RAVE spend 5 minutes per game per player. GP (even in its light version) have a heavy computational cost. A fairer assessement between players would give the same thinking time to every players. This would negate the positive effect of GP.
MCTS experiments with knowledge
This section shows how to insert Voronoi knowledge into the MCTS framework above, and underlines the improvement in terms of playing level. Jens Anuth thesis describing smart evaluation functions including Voronoi knowledge [2] motivated the work presented in this section. The outline follows the strategical structure of the game:
• the last move special case, • simple attacks on unbalanced cells and the biggest cell attack, • balance: balanced cells, DB: a defensive balanced player, • BUCT: a UCT player using balanced VD, • aBUCT: a BUCT player using simple attacks in the simulations, • the one-round game and a second player strategy, • ABUCT: a BUCT player using sophisticated attacks in the tree.
The last move special case
The last move is a special case: since the other player will not perform any move after the last move, a depth-one search is the appropriate tool. The result only depends on the discretisation of the square. The higher the discretisation, the better the optimum. The before-last move is also a special case: if the computing power is sufficient, performing a depth-two search at the before-last move offers the same upsides than depth-one search at the last move. In the following subsections, all the players described are assessed by assuming that the last and before-last moves are played with depth-one or depth-two minmax strategy respectively.
Simple attacks on unbalanced cells and the biggest cell attack
A cell has a gravity center. A straight line intersecting the gravity center of a cell splits this cell into two parts whose size is the half of the given cell. A cell whose site is situated on its gravity center is called a balanced cell, an unbalanced cell otherwise. Figure 2 shows a game that illustrates balanced and unbalanced cells. After moves 1 and 2, the two cells are clearly unbalanced. After move 3, the cells are almost balanced. The most basic attack on an unbalanced cell consists in occupying its gravity center, and consequently in stealing more than the half of the cell. Moves 7 and 8 are simple attacks succeeding on clearly unbalanced cells. Computing the gravity center of a cell is fast and done simultaneously with the area computation. A simple and fast player can be designed by choosing the biggest cell of the opponent and playing on its gravity center. We call this player the biggest-cell-attack player (BCA). The BCA player is very effective against any player creating unbalanced cells without special purpose. Particularly, the BCA player itself produces very unbalanced cells. BCA offers to its opponent the same weakness than the weakness he is exploiting. See moves 5 and 6 of figure 2. Furthermore, the BCA player remains inefficient against players producing balanced cells. Moves 5 and 6 are simple attacks on two cells almost balanced. It is worth noting that BCA wins 60% of games against 400-point-depth-one search. For this reason, in the following, we added the moves generated by the BCA strategy into the set of moves used by depth-one search. 
Balance
Since the BCA player is dangerous for unbalanced cells, playing cells as balanced as possible becomes crucial.
Balanced cells In the VG played on a circle, Ahn defines the importance of key points [1] . The location of a key point does not depend on the player. In a 2 × N round VG, there are N key points that are equally distributed in the circle. Playing on them is advised by the best strategy [1] . On the square [10, 15, 2] or any polygon [2] , key points are strategically important too. Determining the N key points can be performed with the Lloyd algorithm [21] . The Lloyd algorithm is iterative. It starts with N sites randomly chosen in the square. At each iteration, it moves every sites to the gravity centers of the cells, and computes the resulting VD. In our work, the algorithm stops when the biggest distance between a site and a gravity center reaches a threshold. Since the number of iterations is finite, the VD output of the Lloyd algorithm is not exactly balanced. Figure 3 shows three examples of one color balanced diagrams for the square. DB: a defensive balanced player A very simple defensive program can be designed: the defensive and balanced player (DB). Beforehand, DB computes a balanced one-color VD, and follows it blindly by picking one site at each turn. DB including the last move special case is very good player. If the balanced diagrams are computed offline, DB plays every moves instantly. The result is impressive: DB vs U CT (ns = 1000): 95% and DB vs U CT (ns = 4000): 70%.
BUCT: a UCT player following balanced VD in the simulations
Since balance is important, we aim at integrating it into a UCT player that follows balanced VD in the simulations. Let us call BUCT such a player.
Guessing the best balanced one-color VD compatible with the past moves Past moves of the actual game cannot be moved and they have no reason to give balanced one color diagrams. Therefore, for each color, BUCT simulations must follows almost balanced one-color VD compatible with the past moves. The Lloyd algorithm must work with some unmovable sites. This raises two problems. First, the output diagram of the Lloyd algorithm is not necessarily balanced anymore. Second, some random initializations of the opponent sites lead the Lloyd algorithm to local optima. Therefore, the Lloyd algorithm must be launched several times to avoid local optima, and, for each color, the best balanced diagram is kept.
Using the best balanced one-color VD During the simulations the opponent moves are slight variations around the opponent balanced one color VD, and the friendly moves are slight variations around the friendly balanced one color VD. BUCT is improved with the last move special case as well. The results are very encouraging against UCT: with 1000 simulations BUCT wins 98% of games, 90% (2000 simulations) and 85% (4000 simulations). However, BUCT with 1000, 2000 or 4000 simulations only wins 25% against DB. At this point, the ranking is: U CT ≪ BU CT ≪ DB. UCT has been enhanced into BUCT, but BUCT remains inferior to DB.
aBUCT: a BUCT player using simple attacks in the simulations
Since the BCA strategy is efficient and fast to compute, we have added the BCA strategy in the simulations, which gives a player named aBUCT. In the simulations, the BCA strategy is drawn with probability A 1−L where L is the number of remaining moves in the simulation. The lower the move number in the simulation, the lower the probability to play a BCA move. If the BCA strategy is not drawn then the moves are generated according the simulation policy of BUCT. aBUCT performs very well: with 500 simulations only, it wins 55% of games against DB, and becomes the best player at this point. This result was obtained with A = 2. Other A values in [1, 4] were tested but gave worse results. We observe that adding simple attacks in the simulations improve BUCT from 20% up to 55% against DB, which means BCA is a very efficient enhancement. However, we saw that BCA has difficulties against balanced diagrams. Therefore more sophisticated attacks should give better results. At this point we have: U CT ≪ DB ≤ aBU CT 6.6 The one-round game and the second player strategy 1R2P
Since the one-color diagram balance is important, let us consider the one-round game [10] . The one round VG differs with the N-round VG in that Red plays all his sites first (in one round), and Blue plays all his sites second. We are interested in finding out second player strategies defeating arbitrary red VD. Assume a red diagram is given with N cells. Blue, the second player, has N moves to play in a row to win the game. This is a planning problem. To solve it, the simplest tool consists in playing the BCA strategy N times. This tool works well for any unbalanced red diagram. Then, a smarter tool is to use the idea of Fekete [15] . It consists in playing the first move with a depth-one search, and the following moves with the BCA strategy. It works on the square example and N = 4 in [15] . One may extend the Fekete's idea by using the one-round second player (1R2P) strategy.
B=0
repeat play the depth-one strategy B times play the BCA strategy N-B times B=B+1 until success or B>N The 1R2P strategy iteratively tries combinations of playing depth-one strategies B times and BCA strategies N − B times. While failures are encountered, 1R2P tries to solve the problem again by incrementing B. Theoretically, since complex combinations of blue sites might be necessary to beat complex red balanced diagrams, the algorithm 1R2P is not proven to be complete. However, in practice, along all our experiments, 1R2P always returned a successful strategy. With N = 5, 1R2P never needed B being greater than 2. Let Aggressive(V ) be the blue diagram obtained by 1R2P in the one-round VG starting with the red diagram V .
ABUCT: a BUCT player using sophisticated attacks in the tree
With the possibility to build aggressive diagrams defeating balanced diagrams, we are now able to set up a new player called Agressive and Balanced UCT (ABUCT). Beforehand, ABUCT computes the red and blue balanced diagrams adequate to the past moves actually played: RedBD and BlueBD. Then, ABUCT computes Aggressive(RedBD) and Aggressive(BlueBD) with the 1R2P strategy on the one-round game. Then, ABUCT launches the UCT simulations with moves generated according to the balanced diagrams and to the agressive diagrams in the tree part of UCT. The results are excellent. With 500 simulations only, ABUCT wins 71% against aBUCT, 93% against UCT (500 simulations as well), and importantly 77% against DB. To sum up, we have: U CT ≪ DB ≤ aBU CT ≪ ABU CT .
Against human players and against other work
As seen above, playing diagrams as balanced as possible is crucial. Human players (H) can be good to roughly see the balance of a diagram. However, they cannot be as precise as the Lloyd algorithm. Furthermore, the precision of a mouse click on a GUI point is is a burden for human players. This lack of precision limits the human level below the level of simple artificial players such as BCA. Despite of this, human players may defeat UCT of section 3. Existing other work consist in some applets [24, 14] using simple players such as BCA, and the work of Jens Anuth [2] . Although the Anuth's program can play on arbitrary polygons, the best player of Anuth's work corresponds to DB. We observed that: U CT ≤ H ≤ BCA ≪ DB ≪ ABU CT .
We have shown a successful adaptation of MCTS in a game with an infinite branching factor, the Voronoi game. We tested UCT with RAVE and GP. They gave results strictly better than UCT alone (60% of wins). Adding Voronoi knowledge is essential to improve the playing level. A simple knowledge-based player such as DB outperforms UCT with 4000 simulations (70%). We have shown how to insert fundamental concepts such as biggest cell attack, balanced one-color diagram, one-round game heuristic, into UCT, yielding successive versions of UCT: BUCT, aBUCT and ABUCT, an aggressive and balanced UCT player using 500 simulations that obtains 93% of wins against UCT using the same number of simulations. As in Go [5] , inserting domaindependent knowledge into the simulations improves the playing level. Our study shows that domain dependent knowledge brings about improvements far better than the improvements brought about by RAVE or GP. To sum up, we have: U CT ≤ RAV E ≈ GP ≪ DB ≤ aBU CT ≪ ABU CT .
Future works are numerous. First, make the length of a VG vary would bring information about the robustness of our approaches. Second, make the ABUCT player use several friendly balanced diagrams per color instead of one, and several aggressive balanced diagrams per color, and make the options at some nodes of the tree be the strategies following these diagrams. Third, smooth the transition between the strategy used in the middle game (UCT with knowledge) and the strategy used in the last moves (minmax search). An intermediate strategy keeping the best of both strategies remains to be found. Fourth, compare other approaches optimizing a function in a continuous space such as HOO [7] , or progressive widening [9, 11] with our light GP approach (section 4). Fifth, define a multi-player VG and test the ability of MCTS on multi-player games with an infinite branching factor. Finally, popularizing the VG to give birth to other artificial VG players is an enjoying perspective.
